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Abstract. Two questions are posed: (a) Which Abelian torsion groups admit a PGT
(pseudocompact group topology)? (b) If an Abelian torsion group G admits a PGT, for which
cardinal numbers α may such a topology &~ be chosen so that the weight of the space <G, <^"> is
equal to a? The authors answer question (a) completely (Theorems 3.17 and 3.19). In Theorem
3.24 for α > γ > ω they characterize those Abelian torsion groups of cardinality γ which admit
a PGT of weight a. This furnishes partial answers to (b).
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: 54H11, 20K45; 54A35, 22A05.
§ 0. Introduction
A Tychonoff space X is said to be pseudocompact if every continuous real-function
on X is bounded. As Hewitt [22] showed when he introduced the condition, it is
equivalent to the condition that X is Gd-dense in its Stone-Cech compactification X
(in the sense that X intersects every non-empty G^-subset of X).
Foliowing Hewitt's work [22], independently and approximately simultaneously,
Corson [12] and Glicksberg [20] and Kister [26] introduced pseudocompactness
into the context of topological groups with the following result: If {Xt: / e /} is a
set of compact (Tychonoff) spaces with product K, and if/?,· e Xi9 then the Σ-product
S= { x e K : \ { i e I : X i φ/?,.!< ω}
1
 This work was completed in the summer of 1991 when the first-listed author enjoyed
a "study-grant" from the Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst ( = "DAAD") of the
Federal Republic of Germany and, subsequently, generous hospitality and support from the
Technische Hochschule Darmstadt. He is pleased to thank these institutions, s well s the
National University of Singapore for hospitality while the manuscript was prepared for
publication (summer, 1992).
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is pseudocompact; furthermore, K = β S in this case. (It is clear that S is a topological
group if each Xt is a topological group and the point^ = e{ is selected.) Motivated in
part by the observation that S s above is G^-dense in K, Comfort and ROSS [11]
initiated a formal study of pseudocompact groups (see 1.4 below for a Statement of
the principal results of [11]). Their results were subsequently strengthened and
generalized by many workers, including M. Husek, M. Tkachenko, J. Trigos-Arrieta,
V. Uspenskii, and J. de Vries (see [3] for specific references) and more recently by
Hernandez and Sanchis [21]. The surveys [2] and [3] cite numerous additional
investigations of pseudocompactness in the context of topological groups, many of
them dealing with aspects of the (still unsolved) question whether every pseudocom-
pact group of uncountable weight admits a proper dense pseudocompact subgroup.
While the topological theory of pseudocompact groups enjoys, then, a certain
vitality, there exists at present no algebraic characterization of those groups which
admit a pseudocompact group topology. (In contrast, the structure ofthose Abelian
groups which admit a compact group topology has been understood for some
decades; see Hewitt and ROSS [23] (25.25) for a complete characterization.) In the
present paper we solve this problem for Abelian torsion groups. Our characterization
depends on the fact that every pseudocompact Abelian torsion group is of bounded
order (Theorem 1.3), hence is algebraically the direct sum of finite cyclic groups
(cf. [18] (17.2)). Theorem 3.19 allows us to reduce the problem to Abelian/?-groups
of bounded order, while 3.14 illustrates the difficulties encountered in the general
case: let γ be an inadmissible cardinal (cf. § 2), fix a prime number /?, and define
G0 = 0,Z(/0 Θ 02v Z (p2), and G, = 02VZ(/0 Θ 0,ZQ>2); then G0 admits
a pseudocompact group topology, and Gi does not. This example shows inter alia
that the algebraic structure of the socle of a /?-group G does not determine whether
G admits a pseudocompact group topology.
Our characterization of those Abelian torsion groups which admit a pseudocom-
pact group topology takes a particularly pleasing form (Theorem 3.20) in the axiom
System ZFC + (M). (Here axiom (M), stated in 2.4 below, is a consequence of the
singular cardinals hypothesis. Whether (M) is a theorem of ZFC is unknown; see 2.4
for a discussion of this point.)
We characterize in Theorem 3.24 all infinite Abelian torsion groups admitting
a pseudocompact group topology of weight α with |G| < a, and en r oute to our
principal results we show Theorem 3.5: for infinite cardinals y and α and for finite
Abelian groups Fwith |F| > l, if some group of cardinality y admits a pseudocom-
pact group topology of weight a, then0y F does so; and in this case, the choice
α = log 7 is possible.
This paper is a sequel to our earlier work [7]. Some results similar to ours have
been achieved independently and approximately simultaneously, and announced
without proof, by Dikranjan and Shakhmatov [14]. Our own announcements
appear in [5], [6], and [3] (§ 3.10B).
0.1. Acknowledgement. We thank Professor K. H. Hofmann for extensive helpful
comments.
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§ 1. Preliminaries
We consider only completely regul r, Hausdorff spaces. The cardinality of a set Xis
denoted \X\. We denote the identity element of the groups we consider (whether or
not assumed Abelian) by the symbol 0.
The weight and density character of a space X are written w(X) and d(X),
respectively.
The following three Statements will be used below.
1.1. Theorem. Lei G be a dense subgroup of a topological group K.
(a) Iffflisa local base for K at 0, then {xB : χ e G, Be $} is a basefor K.
' (b) w (G) = w (K).
Proof. (a) is easily proved, s is (b) in case | G \ < ω; so we take | G \ > ω. The "local
weight function" χ satisfies χ(0, G) = χ(0, ΛΓ), so (a) gives
· d(K) <
 X(G) · d(G) < vt;(G) · w(G) = w(G) ,
s required. D
1.2. Theorem, (a) The continuous Image of a pseudocompact space is pseudocompact.
(b) Lei <G,^> be an infinite pseudocompact Abelian group. Then there is
a pseudocompact group topology ^U on G such that tfl ^  y and w(G, <%) < | G |.
Proof. (a) is obvious, s is (b) in case w(G9^) < \G\. We assume then that
w (G, F] > | G | . According to l . l (b) and [23] (24. 1 5, 22. 1 7), the Pontrjagin dual £ of
the compact completion K of (G,^) satisfies (1) |£| = wK= w(G,^) and (2) £
separates points of K. Clearly there is a subgroup H of R such that | H \ < \ G \ and
{ h \ G : h e H} separates points of G. The (Hausdorff) topology m on G induced by
{h | G : h e H} satisfies <% ^3?~ and w (G, *) < | H \ < \ G \ , and * is pseudocompact by
part (a). D
The proof of 1.2(b) is a special case of a construction given in [10]. It follows from
[10], [23] (24.15) and 1.1 that w(G,^) = \H\.
For compact Abelian groups, 1.3 is a consequence of the Baire category theorem
noted in [23] (25.9); the generalization to the pseudocompact case, given in [9] (7.4),
is routine.
1.3. Theorem ([9]). Every pseudocompact Abelian torsion group is of bounded
order. D
A topological group G = <G,^> is said to be totally bounded (by some authors:
pre-compacf) if for every non-empty U e 3~ there is a finite F e G such that G = FU.
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It is a theorem of Weil [31] that there is a compact group G, unique in an obvious
sense, in which G is dense; we call G the Weil completion of G.
1.4. Theorem ([11]). (a) Every pseudocompact group is totally bounded;
(b) a totally bounded group G is pseudocompact ifand only ifG is G -dense in its Weil
completion; and
(c) if{G{ : i e 1} is a sei of pseudocompact groups, then Π * < = / G, is pseudocompact. D
The expression G « H indicates that G and H are isomorphic groups; the ambient
topological structures (if any) are ignored.
The symbols a, /?, y, and κ denote cardinal numbers, and ω is the least infinite
cardinal. The symbol ξ denotes an ordinal number.
For α > ω we write log α = min [ : 2 > a}. Clearly α = log α if and only if every
β < α satisfies 2 < a; such a cardinal α is called a strong limit cardinal.
The symbols N and [P denote respectively the set of positive integers and the set of
prime numbers; and for n e N we write Z (n) for the cyclic group of order n.
§ 2. The "Function" m and Hypothesis (M)
We begin this section with a definition from [8].
2.1. Definition. For each compact group K, define
m (K) = min{|G| : G is a dense, pseudocompact subgroup of K} .
It is known [8] that m(K) depends only on w(K) - that is, if K and K' are compact
groups with w(K) = w(K') then m(K) = m(K). Hence for α > ω one may define
m(a) to be m(K) for some (equivalently: every) compact group ^Tsuch that w(K) = a.
According to the criterion cited in 1.4(b), we have w(a) = d(P(K)) for each such K.
(Here for a space .Af the symbol P(X) denotes the set X with the topology generated by
the G^-subsets of the space X. Standard Information about spaces of the form P(X) is
available, for instance, in [4] (§ 2). Thus in the interest of specificity one might s well
define w(a) by the rule
With m (a) so defined, the following Statement is transparent.
2.2. Theorem ([7]). Lei ω < α < β. Then m (α) < m( ) . D
The following Statement summarizes most of the (other) Information known about
the cardinal numbers m (a).
2.3. Theorem ([1], [8]). Lei a > ω. Then
(a) m (a) > c; (b) cf (m (a)) > ω; (c) log a < m (a) < (log α)ω . D
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2.4. Discussion. In [7], the Statement
"m (a) = (log α)ω for all α > ω",
suggested by 2.3 (c), is denoted (M). Whether (M) is a theorem of ZFC is a question
raised in [1] and in [8]. It is known [1], [8] that the singular cardinals hypothesis
(here abbreviated SCH) implies (M). Since SCH is equivalent to the condition that
κω = κ for all κ > c with cf (κ) > ω (cf. Jech [25] (§ 8)), while (according to 2.3) (M)
is equivalent to the condition that κω = κ for cardinals of the form κ = m (α), it is
natural to inquire whether (M) => SCH. Assuming the consistency relative to ZFC
of suitable large cardinal axioms, this implication cannot be proved, since Masaveu
[30] has shown that (M) holds in certain of the models of Magidor [28], [29] in
which SCH fails. (Devlin and Jensen [13] have shown that some large cardinal
assumption is necessary for the construction of a model where SCH fails.) Masaveu's
calculations keep alive the possibility that the answer to the following question,
reiterated here in the interest of completeness, is "Yes." We believe however that (M)
fails in certain models of ZFC.
2.5. Question [1], [8]. Is (M) a theorem of ZFC? α
As in [7], we denote by ^ (oc) the class of groups which admit a pseudocompact group
topology of weight a; appropriating a term from [14] we say that a cardinal y is
admissible if some group of cardinality y admits a pseudocompact group topology.
(According to this use of the term, the positive finite cardinals are admissible. Though
we have little use for the finite cardinals in this context, this convention simplifies the
Statement of some of our theorems and is otherwise harmless.) Using different
notation and terminology, the infinite admissible cardinals were characterized in the
axiom System ZFC + SCH (in terms of their arithmetic properties) by van Douwen
[17]; see [8] for a more f ll account, and see [7] for proofs in succinct language of
several of the results of [17]. In any event it is clear that for infinite cardinals α and
y the following two conditions are equivalent: m (a) < y < 2a; some group G with
| G | = y satisfies G e & (a). It should be noted explicitly however that not every group
G such that | G \ is admissible admits a pseudocompact group topology. Isolated
examples are given in [7], and the existence of large f amilies of such groups G will
become apparent in Theorems 3.17 and 3.19 below.
When a shift of emphasis is appropriate, we write ae.i/(y) in place of
m(a) < y < T.
§ 3. Finding some pseudocompactifiable groups
3.1. Lemma. Lei α > ω and let F be a finite Abelian group with \F\ > 1. Then
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Proof. It is enough to treat the case F = Z (pr) with p € P, 0 < r < ω; for if the result is
known for such groups then from the isomorphism F « 0?=
 { Z (p r*) = [~] "= x Z (p · ')
will follow
i= l 2* 2« i = l 2*
The case F= Z(/?r) is not difficult to prove; see Hewitt and ROSS [24] (Lemma
4.5). D
3.2. Theorem. Lei α «rf 7 6e infinite cardinals and let F be afinite Abelian group with
\F\ > 1. IfF" contains a Gd-dense subset of cardinality y then Fa contains a Gd-dense
copy of 0y F.
Proof. Let ψ : F* -> @20lFbQ an isomorphism guaranteed by 3.1, let Z) be a G^-dense
subset of F* with \D\ = y, and set
with πξ : φ2«^ "* ^ the canonical projection. From 7 > ω and \F\<co follows
\A\ = y, so 0yF φ'Ηφξε^^) ^  ^α· From D c \p~*(@teAF£ it follows that
t/;~1(®^ex^) is G^-dense in Fa, s required. D
It is clear for Fand α s above that w(jpa) = a. It then follows from 1.1 and 1.4(b)
that 3.2 may be recast s follows.
3.3. Theorem. Let α and γ be infinite cardinals and let Fbe afinite Abelian group with
\F\ > 1. Then the following Statements are equivalent.
(a) m (a) < y < T;
(b) 0yFe^(a). D
If a group happens to admit a pseudocompact group topology, there may be various
such topologies of different weights. The following result is suggestive.
3.4. Lemma. Every infinite admissible cardinal y satisfies logy e *£/(y).
Proof. There is α > ω such that m (a) < y < 2a, so m(logy) < w(a) < y follows from
logy < a and 2.2. That γ < 2logy is evident. D
With the help of 3.4, Theorem 3.3 takes the following form.
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3.5. Theorem. Lei γ be an infinite cardinal and letF be afinite Abelian group with
\F\> 1. Then the following Statements are equivalent.
(a) y is admissible;
(b) there is α such that @yFe^(a); and
(c) 0y^e^(log7). D
3.6. Remark. Taken together, Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 show that the groups 0y Fserve
s "test spaces" for the admissibility of the cardinal y: If any group of cardinality y
admits a pseudocompact group topology of weight a, then @y Fdoes so; and in this
case (J)y F admits a pseudocompact group topology of weight log y. In our work [7],
by different methods we have achieved identical results for the groups φ Q and
@y Z - but in the latter case only in the axiom System ZFC + (M) for α > ω. The fact
that (J)y 2 serves (in this sense) s a test space for the admissibility of the cardinal
7 has been announced in ZFC alone, with no additional axioms, by Dikranjan and
Shakhmatov (see [3] (3.10B.2)).
3.7. Question. Let G be a group which admits a pseudocompact group topology - that
is, G e Ή(κ) for some cardinal κ. Suppose further that α e s/(\ G |) with α > ω. Must
G e ^ (a)? What about the special case α = log | G |? α
We ask a sharpened Version of 3.7 in 3.22 below. Although we have been unable to
settle Question 3.7 even when G is an Abelian torsion group, we have successfully
determined which Abelian torsion groups do admit a pseudocompact group topo-
logy. We turn now to that subject, beginning with a useful characterization of the
admissible cardinals.
3.8. Theorem. Let y be an infinite cardinal.
(a) y is admissible if and only if the compact group {0, l}logy admits a dense pseudo-
compact subgroup of cardinality y.
(b) Assume (M). Then y is admissible if and only i f y > (loglogy)£0.
(c) Assume SCH. Then y is admissible if and only i f y > (logy)03.
Proof. From 3.4 the cardinal y is admissible if and only if y > m (log 7), so (a) and (b)
are clear.
(c) From SCH and y > (log 7)" follow (M) and y > (loglogy)*0, so y is admissible
by (b). For the converse, assume that y is admissible. If y = log 7 then 7 > (Iog7)0)
by (b), and if 7 > log 7 then from SCH and cf((log7)+) > ω follows
7 > (Iog7)+ = (Oog7)+r > (1θΕ7)ω· α
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It occurs for many cardinals y that 7 = 2logv. (Every cardinal y of the form y = 2a
satisfies that relation.) Clearly, such y satisfy the condition of Theorem 3.5. Although
strong limit cardinals y never satisfy y = 2logy, it is nevertheless easy to determine
which limit cardinals are, and which are not, admissible.
3.9. Theorem (cf. also [17]). Lei ybea strong limit cardmal. Then γ is admissible ifand
only if cf (y) > ω.
Proof. If 7 is admissible then from 3.4 and 2.3 (c) follows
7 = loglogy < w(log7) < 7;
thus 7 = m(log7), and cf(7) > ω follows from 2.3 (b).
Conversely if cf (7) > ω then again from 2.3 follows
m(log7) < (Ioglog7r = 7ω = Σ δ<° ^ Σ 2* = 7 ^  2l°gr>
δ<γ δ<γ
so \ogye<$#(y). E
The following lemma, which shows that for every infinite admissible cardinal 7 there
exists α such that m (a) < 7 < 2a, will allow us to extend (in part) the results of 3.3 to
groups of the form @y F 0 φ( < y Gf with each Gi c F. Our notation is intended to
admit the possibility that Gf = {0} for some or all of the groups Gf, so 3.11 and 3.12
apply in particular to the groups (f)y F.
3.10. Lemma. Lei α and y be infinite cardinals such that α 6 <$tf(y). Then either
(i) m(a)<2a, or
(ii) (m(cf) = 7 = 2a and) every cardinal κ such that y < κ < 2y satisfies κ e ^ (7) and
m(K)<2K.
Proof. Suppose that (i) fails, and let 7 < κ < 2y. Then from 2.2 follows
m(ic) < m(2y) < Gog(20)e < Γ = 7 < κ < 2K ,
so (ii) holds. D
3.11. Theorem. Let α 6 £#(i) with y > ω, let Fbe afinite Abelian group with \ F\ > l,
and let G = (J)yF® ®i<yGf with each Gf a subgroup of F. Then either
(i) Ge^(a), or
(ii) 7 = 2a aflrf G e <§(κ) for every κ such that y < κ <2y.
Proof. If m (a) < 2a let κ = a in what follows, and otherwise let κ be s in (ii).
Then from 3.10 follows K€£0(y) and ηι(κ)<2κ. Now from Definition 2.1 and
Theorem 1.4(b), there is a G^-dense subgroup N of FK such that | JV| = W(K). Let
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ip : FK -» 02κ/^6 an isomorphism ( s given by 3.1), let H = φ[ΛΠ|, and s in the
proof of Theorem 3.2 set A = {ξ < T : πξ[ίί] Φ {0}} with πξ : @2*F -» Ρξ the
projection mapping. Then \Α\ = ιη(κ) and H ^@ξθΑΡξ^@2κΡξ (with each
Ρξ = F). Since \A\ < T and \A\ < y < 2K, there are disjoint subsets B and C of 2*
such that A^ B and | | = |C| = y. The group 0$ec^ contains an isomorph S
of @i<yGi9 and then the group Ο''>=@ξ€ΒΓξ® S satisfies G' « G and
//c 0i6XF5 s G' e 0i<2,cF5. Since N = \p~^(H) is G^-dense in FK, the same is
true of tp~1(G/) (an isomorph of G). Now 1.1 and 1.4(b) complete the proof. D
3.12. Corollary. Let y be an infinite admissible cardinal, let Fbe afinite Abelian group
with \F\ > l, and let G = 0yF0 @i<yGt with each G{asubgroup of F. Then either
(i) Ge^(logy), or
(ii) y = 2logv and G e <&(κ)/οτ every κ such that y < κ < 2V.
Proof. Lemma 3.4 gives logy e j/(y), so this Statement is the special case α = logy
of3.11. α
3.13. Remark. With α = logy the condition y < 2* is sufficient, but not necessary, to
ensure that a group G of the form considered in 3.11 satisfies Ge^(a). For an
example to this effect let y = 2a with α = log y and take G = ®y F with F a finite
Abelian group with |F|>1. That G e^ (a) is clear from the isomorphism
G = 02,cF Faof 3.1.
En route to the classification of those Abelian torsion groups which admit a
pseudocompact group topology, we first consider/7-groups. We treat the general case
fully in 3.19; the following example, included s an aid to the reader, is intended to
illustrate the principles and the difficulties encountered in the general case.
3.14. Theorem. Let y be an inadmissible cardinal, let p e P, and define
G0 = 0y Z (p) ® 02r Z (p2) , and G, = 02y Z (p) Θ 0y Z (p2) .
Then
(a) G0 admits a pseudocompact group topology, and
(b) G! does not admit a pseudocompact group topology.
Proof. (a) is clear from what has preceded. (For example: 2y = 2log(2v), so 3.11(ii)
ensures G0 e ^ (a) for every a such that 2y < α < 22V.)
(b) The image of Gi under the map χ -» px is the group 0yZ(p), whose
cardinality is inadmissible. Since the continuous image of a pseudocompact space is
pseudocompact, evidently the group G! has no pseudocompact group topology. α
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3.15. Definition. A (possibly finite) sequence γΐ9 γ2, ..., yk ... of cardinal numbers
satisfies the cofinal admissibility condition if for every k with yk inadmissible there is
i>k such that y{ > yk and y{ is admissible.
The following algebraic result summarizes what we need to know of the structure of
Abelian/?-groups of bounded order. (As usual, the socle of a/?-group is the kernel of
the homomorphism χ ->px.) The first part of 3.16 is Standard (cf. [18] (17.2);hintsto
a proof of the second part are given in [18] (17.4) and [27] (§ 24).
3.16. Theorem. For every Abelian p-group G of bounded order, there exist an integer
n > 0, distinct positive integer s r{ (l < / < n), and cardinal numbers yf (l < / < ri), such
that
n
(*)
The presentation (*) is unique up to isomorphism if the condition r± < r2 < · · * < rn is
imposed. In this case the cardinal numbers yf are determinedby this rule: y{ is the rank of
the quotient group Snpri~1G/SnpriG, with S the socle of G. D
In what follows we refer to (*) (with rv < r2 < ·' · < rn) s the canonical presentation
of G. We say that G satisfies the cofinal admissibility condition if the cardinal numbers
y,· (l < i < n) in the canonical presentation of G satisfy the cofinal admissibility
condition of Definition 3.15.
It is clear that if G has canonical presentation G = (J)"= ± @y. Z (pn) and G satisfies
the cofinal admissibility condition, then yn is admissible and max{y f: l < / < n} is
admissible.
3.17. Theorem. Lei p e P andlet G be an Abelianp-group. Then the following conditions
are equivalent.
(a) G admits a pseudocompact group topology.
(b) G is of bounded order and G satisfies the cofinal admissibility condition.
Proof. (a) => (b). That G is of bounded order is given by 1.3. Suppose now that
G
 = (J)«= 4 ^j^ Ζ(ρΓί) with ^ < ... < ΓΛ but there is h < n such that every i with
k < i < n has either yt < yk or y{ inadmissible. If k = l then | G \ is the inadmissible
cardinal y l 9 a contradiction, so we assume k>\. The continuous homomorphism
χ -» prk~lx from G into G has kernel K such that G/K= 0"=k @yi2(pri~rk-1).
Evidently G/K admits a pseudocompact group topology (the quotient topology),
yet \GJK\ = £?=*}>,· is inadmissible.
(b) => (a). We write G = φ?=ι @yiZ(pri) with rt < ··· < r„ and we argue by
induction on n.
When n = l we have G = @y.Z(/?ri) with y± admissible, and the required
conclusion follows from 3.3.
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Suppose the Statement true for n<m, and let G = 0ΓΛ1
[yt : l < / < m -h 1} s hypothesized. Let i'0 be the largest integer such that
l < i0 <m + l and yi() = max {yt : l < / < m + 1}, and note that yio is admissible. If
i0 = m + 1 then G has the form G = 0yF0 0 i<yG iwithy = yw+i,-F = Z(/?rw+1),
and each Gf ^ /% so 3.1 1 appplies. If i'0 < m 4- 1 we write G' = 0·^  ! 0y. Ζ (/?Γί) and
<?" = ®T=il+i®yiZ(pri) and then, noticing that G' and G" satisfy the cofinal
admissibility condition, we use the inductive hypothesis to find pseudocompact
group topologies on G' and G". The product topology on G = G' χ G" is then
pseudocompact, s required. α
Now using (M) we can rewrite 3.17, casting condition (b) only in the language of
algebra and cardinal numbers.
3.18. Theorem. Assume (M). Let p E P and let G be an Abelian p-group. Then the
following conditions are equivalent.
(a) G admits a pseudocompact group topology.
(b) G has the form G = 0"= ί 0y . Z (pn) with rl<··· <rn and with the family
{ji : l < i < n} satisfy ing these conditions: (1) either yn isfinite or (log log y,,)0 < y„,
and (2) for every k such that l < k < n and ω <yk< (log logyfc)w, there is i such that
k < i < n and yt > yk and (log log y^ < yt.
Proof. This is simply 3.17, incorporating 3.8(b). D
3.19. Theorem. Let G be an Abelian torsion group, and let G = 0pePG(/?) be the
decomposition ofG into itsp-components. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) G admits a pseudocompact group topology;
(b) G is ofbounded order, and each ofthe groups G (p) admits a pseudocompact group
topology;
(c) G is ofbounded order, and each ofthe groups G (p) satisfies the cofinal admissibility
condition.
Proof. Since (b) «> (c) is given by 3.17, and (b) => (a) since the product of
pseudocompact groups is pseudocompact, it is enough to prove (a) => (b). Since G is
ofbounded order by 1.3, we have G = 0JL i G^.). For l <j < m let nj be the least
integer such that n^ = 0 for each χ e G(p}), and set n = f|7= i nj- The continuous
homomorphism χ -> ^ x takes G onto G (/?,·), so G (/?,·) is pseudocompact in the group
topology inherited from G. G
The combination of 3.18 and 3.19 yields this definitive formulation.
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3.20. Theorem. Assume (M). For an Abelian torsion group G, thefollowing conditions
are equivalent.
(a) G admits a pseudocompact group topology.
(b) G has theform G = @JL , 0?4 , 0^, Z (j>y·*) with rM < · · · < rjtltjfor \<j<m
and with each family {yjti Ά < i < n^ (l <j < m) satisfying these conditions: (1)
either y^n. isfinite or (log Iogy7tll/)<e < yjjn., and (2)for every k such that \<k<nj
and ω < yjtk < (log log y,· λ)ω, there is i such that k< i < «,· and yjti > y^k and
<7i. D
In the interest of completeness, we give the analogue of 3.20 under the stronger
hypothesis SCH.
3.21 . Theorem. Assume SCH. For an Abelian torsion group G, thefollowing conditions
are equivalent.
(a) G admits a pseudocompact group topology.
(b) G has theform G = @JL
 l 0?4 1 07j. f Z (/>J>·') with rjtl< < rLn.for l <j < m
and with each family {yjti : l < i < n·} (l <j < m) satisfying these conditions: (1) either
T/,«, w yiwte r (1°87Λ^)ω — ^ '.»j' aw^ (2) /0r ef^rj; A: «swcA that \ <k<n^ and
0) < yjtk < (logy^fc)0*, there is i such that k<i< n^ andyjti > yjtk and (logy^f)*0 < yjti.
Proof. Using 3.8(c) in place of 3.8 (b), restate 3.18 so that (M) is replaced by SCH and
"log log" is replaced throughout by "log". The present Statement is immediate from
3.18 (thus modified) and 3.19. D
The following question is perhaps the simplest particular case of 3.7 which we are
unable to settle.
3.22. Question. Let γ and δ be infinite cardinals, admissible and inadmissible
respectively, with y > δ . Let p e P and let G = φ7 Z (p2) 0 φ^ Z (p). Does G satisfy
for every α such that aeei/(y)? In particular, does G satisfy
α
We make three comments concerning this question. (1) From 3.11 we have either
G e ^ (a), or G e <0(κ) for every κ such that y < κ < 2y. (2) The answer is "No" in case
S = o>9 y = 2ω: Α pseudocompact metrizable space is compact (cf. [22] (Theorem 30),
or [19] (Exercise 3D.2)), but with α = ω the group G admits no compact group
topology (cf. [23] (25.25)). (3) If G is defined s above but with δ admissible, then
from 3.3 follows (J)aZ(p)e^(log<5) and (J)yZ(/?2)e^(a) and hence indeed
Ge^(a).
While we have been unable to classify exactly those cardinals α for which a
pseudocompactifiable group G satisfies Ge^(a), we achieve success (for Abelian
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torsion groups) when α > |G|. As with 3.20, our Statement takes a particularly
pleasing form (see 3.25) when condition (M) is assumed.
3.23. Lemma. Lei p e P, andlet G be an Abelian p-group which admits a pseudocompact
group topology. If u, > ω satisfies m (a) < |G| < a, then G admits a pseudocompact
group topology of weight a.
Proof. G has bounded order by l .3; we write G = 0-L
 t @y. Z (pri) with r± < · · · < r„.
Choose any /0 such that yio = | G \ and define G' = @j°= ! φν. Ζ(ρη); further, if i'0 < n,
defineG" = 0?=io+i 07i Z (pfi). The condition y = 2afails,lsoconclusion(ii)of3.11
fails for G'. Thus (i) of 3.11 holds for G', that is, G' admits a pseudocompact group
topology of weight a. The proof is complete in case i0 = n (since then G' = G), so we
need consider only the case j'0 < n. Then G" is defined, and G" is an Abelian ^ -group
of bounded order which satisfies the cofinal admissibility condition. Then G" admits
a pseudocompact group topology by 3.17, hence by 1.2(b) a pseudocompact group
topology such that w(G") < \ G"\ < \ G \. The product topology on G = G' x G" is s
required. D
3.24. Theorem. Let G be an infinite Abelian torsion group and let α > |G|. Then the
following conditions are equivalent.
(a) Ge^(a).
(b) m (a) < | G | and G admits a pseudocompact group topology.
Proof. (a) => (b) is clear.
(b) => (a). First, use (a) => (b) of 3.19 to write G = 07= i G^.) where each
admits a pseudocompact group topology .^ By 1.2(b) we may arrange
w(G(pj),^'j) <\G(PJ)\<UL for each j. And by 3.23, with j0 chosen so that
\G(pjo)\ = | G |, we may assume ^(G(pjo)9^]0) = a. Clearly the product of the
topologies ^ (l <y'< w), which is pseudocompact by 1.4(c), has weight a, s
required. D
As with earlier theorems, hypothesis (M) allows us to restate 3.24 using only the
language of algebra and cardinal numbers.
3.25. Theorem. Assume (M), andlet G be an infinite Abelian torsion group with | G | < a.
Then G admits a pseudocompact group topology of weight a if and only ^(loga)*0 < |G|
and G satisfies condition (b) of Theorem 3.20. D
3.26. Remark. The equivalence (a) o (b) of 3.19 was announced in ZFC without
proof in [14]. Using SCH, the same authors announced a characterization, similar
to ours but differing in detail, of those Abelian torsion groups which admit
a pseudocompact group topology. Some months after our research was completed,
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but before the present paper was submitted for publication, we heard by mail from
D. Dikranjan that the characterization announced in [14] can be achieved also in
ZFC, without additional axioms. He informed us that the proof of this and of other
results announced in [14] and of additional related results can be found in [l 5], [16].
Added in proof (September 1993): In private correspondence with the authors,
D. Dikranjan announced a negative answer to Question 3.7 and a positive answer to
Question 3.22 for α > ω.
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